The Revere K9™ Lanyard 26" with Quick Ejector allows the handler to have both hands on their weapon while maintaining control of their animal. When the situation arises, the handler can quickly deploy the K9 and reattach the lanyard all with one hand.

FEATURES
- Quick Release has a tensile strength of 2500 lbs
- The Lanyard is made with 1" tubular nylon and internal bungee
- Heavy-duty 2" nylon webbing attaches the lanyard to your belt
- The lanyard is attached to the dog’s vest or collar by a snap hook.
- All hardware has a Cerakote™ finish
- The Tactical Lanyard is made of mil-spec materials.
- A handle is sewn into the lanyard close to the attachment point when more control is needed.
- A ring prevents the lanyard from getting caught on objects and precludes potential injuries to the K9.
- A quick release device allows for one handed rapid deployment and reattachment of the dog.
- The quick release and lanyard weight 9.5oz.

COMPATIBILITY
- TYR-GFB112
- TTYR-GFB111
- TTYR-GFB110
- TTYR-PVTBB
- TYR-ABB002
- TYR-TBB008
- TYR-DBB002
- TYR-RBB009
- TYR-ABB015
- TYR-RBB017

REV-K9-LYD26